Minutes: OpenSG  Edge Conformance Task Group Conference Call 1

12/2/09 11:00-12:00 PST 

Participants
Phil Beecher		PG&E 
Bob Old         		Siemens 
Bruce Muschlitz  	Ennernex 
John Lin         		Wireless Glue 
Rolf Bienert         	Global Inventures/ZigBee 
Steve Van Ausdall  	Xtensible (UCA) 
Zahra Makoui    	PG&E 
Clint Powell        	SCE 
Art Anderson    	PG&E 

Agenda 
1. Assign Scribe 
2. Roll call 
3. Vice chair 
4. Review Charter 
5. Work plan 
6. Any Other Business 

1. Assign Scribe:  John Lin volunteers 
2. Roll Call:  per Participant list above; Bob Old of Siemens will no longer be joining. 
3. Vice Chair: John Lin, Wireless Glue Networks, Inc. volunteers. There were no objections. 
4. Review of Charter 

Phil Beecher presents Task Group Charter, changed reference into Edge Conformance, removed references to security group, most chapters are identical; very few changes. 

Zahra: WG charter needs to be approved by committee 
Bruce:  How about reducing TG charter by referencing WG charter, and describing only the differences? 
Phil: Sounds like a good idea – this is a good idea – it will reduce the size of document and avoid anomalies between scope and charters. Revision to be posted tomorrow, for next week's meeting; Bruce will then post it. 

NB: UCA SG Conformity Edge Conformance website is the place to post. 

5.  Discussion Work Plan 
Phil: Requirement from existing Use cases. 
-Phil:  Collate use cases for other TG, identify, filter. 
--Scope:  ADR, ADE, HAN; each should have use cases. 
--Collect use cases. 
--Suggestion:  try to take original use cases, and reduce to essential elements requirement for conformity. 
--reduce down 90%? 
--What is definition of edge conformity?  Must cover HAN, ADR, ADE aspects. 
--Determine intra-dependencies of these groups 
--Determine inter-dependencies between the groups 
--Define comprehensive test requirements for full conformity 
--Remove redundancy, and identify gaps. 
--Gaps in each, and between groups 

-What is process we will go through?  Summary of Suggestions discussed: 

i. start framework 
ii. describe testing requirements:  guiding requirements: users standpoint, device  standpoint 
iii. be careful of Scope Creep for the SG Conformity Edge Conformance TG work items 
iv.  Scope Creep:  What shall be our scope...? 
    - comes out of charter- edge conformity:  chapter 2:  not too open / closed 
    - work plan needed- defines scope 
    -  things that need to get done- 
    - Work item suggestion: develop a Guideline document for adoption by all interested parties. 
    - Adoption of Guideline will mitigate conflict in future 
        --Let's start (20pg) high level and agree on it. 
        --Write requirements for thousand page documents... 
        --OpenHAN:  9 guiding principles:  took several months of discussions 
        --Make shorter document then could drive larger documents. 
        --Make sure that document can be agreed to so we can point to it. 
v.  How do we include ADE, ADR? 

6: Any Other Business 
-Set Meeting frequency:  1/week      10:00-11:00 Wednesdays, 6PM GMT, 10AM PST 
-Currently 9 participants 
-Zahra will send invite SG Conformity; Phil sends invite Edge Conformance 
-NB: OSG a (Conformity); OSG b (Edge) 
-NB: Clint:  SE leadership call conflict w/ SG Conformity (will alternate) 

Action Items: 

AI-1) Phil Beecher to update TG Scope and Charter and send to Bruce to post
AI-2) John Lin:  send out existing ZB/HP CPRM to Phil for eventual distribution; Zahra / Rolf checking on copyrights 
AI-3) John Lin can copy/paste from ZB/HP CWG document to a new OpenSG CPRM-like draft sample document


